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One can read Wikipedia . . .
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Randall Munroe, “The Problem with Wikipedia”, XKCD. (cc by-nc/2.5/).
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One can write Wikipedia . . .
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Scientific citations in Wikipedia
A cartoon by Danish cartoonist couple “Wulffmorgenthaler”
wrongfully claims that the Wikipedia is written by an extremely
dedicated squirrel. This is not the case, and the cartoon is not
reproduced here due to the faulty content.
Wulffmorgenthaler, November 2007.
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One can support statements with references to trusted material . . .
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Randall Munroe, “Wikipedia Protester”, XKCD. (cc by-nc/2.5/).
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Citations as structured content
The Internet-based collaborative “database”/encyclopedia Wikipedia may
contain structured information, e.g., scientific citations:
{{cite journal|author=Filipek PA, Accardo PJ, Baranek GT ’’et al.’’
|title=The screening and diagnosis of autistic spectrum disorders





|Name=5-hydroxytryptamine (serotonin) receptor 2A
|caption= |image= |width= |HGNCid=5293 |Symbol=HTR2A
|AltSymbols=HTR2 |EntrezGene=3356 |OMIM=182135 |RefSeq=NM_000621
|UniProt=P28223 |PDB= |ECnumber= |Chromosome=13 |Arm=q |Band=14
|LocusSupplementaryData=-q21}}
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Analysis of scientific citations
















PhysRevLett AnnInternMed Tissue Antigens 
AJ JAmChemSoc Neurology 
Blood Pediatrics 
Australian Systematic Botany 
NatGenet MedJAustral JInfectDis Circulation 
AmJGastroenterol Contraception Gastroenterology JNutr 
ArchInternMed 
MNRAS 
HumImmunol PHOR JNeurosci Gut JAVMA NatMed AnnNeurol NAR AmJMed 
JClinMicrobio JMedGenet JCI 
AmJBot AAC AnnRevBiochem 




AJTMH FEBSL Chemical Reviews 
ArchNeurol 
Plant Physiology JCellBio 
Classical and Quantum Gravity 
DigDisSci 










Scientific citations from Wikipedia
to journals
Comparison against Journal Cita-
tion Reports from Thomson Scien-
tific
The Nature and Science journals are
the most cited from Wikipedia.
The product between total citations
and impact factor showed good cor-
relation with the Wikipedia citation
count (Nielsen, 2007).
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European Journal of Neuroscience 
Archives of General Psychiatry NeuroImage NeuroReport 
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. . . So Wikipedia may not only be source for “human reading”
information but also a source for data that may be subjected to
computer-based analysis . . .
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